
CREATING & USING SNOWFLAKE STREAMS

In this tutorial, we’ll show how to create and use streams in Snowflake.

(This article is part of our Snowflake Guide. Use the right-hand menu to navigate.)

Streams in Snowflake explained
A Snowflake stream—short for table stream—keeps track of changes to a table. You can use
Snowflake streams to:

Emulate triggers in Snowflake (unlike triggers, streams don't fire immediately)
Gather changes in a staging table and update some other table based on those changes at
some frequency

Tutorial use case
Here we create a sample scenario: an inventory replenishment system. When we receive
replenishment orders, we need to increase on-hand inventory.

We run this task manually. In actual use, you would want to run it as a Snowflake task on some kind
of fixed schedule.

Create the data, stream & tables
In order to follow along, create the orders and products table:

https://blogs.bmc.com/blogs/import-data-s3-snowflake/


Orders are inventory movements.
Products holds the inventory on-hand quantity.

If you start with 25 items and make three replenishment orders of 25, 25, and 25, you would have 100
items on hand at the end. Sum those three orders and add 75 to the starting balance of 25 to get 100.

Create these two tables:

CREATE TABLE orders
  (
     customernumber     varchar(100) PRIMARY KEY,
    ordernumber varchar(100),
    comments varchar(200),
    orderdate date,
    ordertype varchar(10),
    shipdate date,
discount number,
quantity int,
    productnumber varchar(50)
)

create table products (
      productnumber varchar(50) primary key,
      movementdate datetime,
      quantity number,
      movementtype varchar(10));

Now, add a product to the products table and give it a starting 100 units on-hand inventory.

insert into products(productnumber, quantity) values ('EE333', 100);

Now create a stream on the orders table. Snowflake will start tracking changes to that table.

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM orders_STREAM on table orders;

Now create an order.

insert into orders
(customernumber,ordernumber,comments,orderdate,ordertype,shipdate,discount,qu
antity,productnumber) values
('855','533','jqplygemaq','2020-10-08','sale','2020-10-18','0.105031435964960
34','65','EE333')

Then query the orders_stream table:

select * from orders_stream

Here are the results. You can see that we added one record.



Update on-hand inventory
We have received 65 more items into inventory, so we need to update the inventory balance.
Procedure as follows.

Start a transaction using the begin statement.

begin;

Then run this update statement, which basically:

Sums the orders for each product
Adds the sum of orders quantities to the original inventory balance.

This update statement gets the product numbers from the orders stream table. That's the table that
tells Snowflake which products need to have their inventory updated.

update products
     set quantity = onhand
     from
      (select distinct p.productnumber,
            p.quantity as dquantity,
            o.quantity ,
            p.quantity + o.quantity as onhand
       from products p
       inner join orders o on
              p.productnumber = o.productnumber)  as z
        where z.productnumber = (select productnumber from orders_stream)

commit:

At this point the orders_stream table is emptied, which happens when you execute a read on it.

(Note: Begin and commit make a transaction, which is a logically related set of SQL statements. They
lock the tables involved. Without that, you could end up with a mismatched situation, like an
incorrect inventory balance because one transaction worked and the other did not.)

Now query orders_stream and you will see that the table is empty.

Additional resources
For more tutorials like this, explore these resources:



BMC Machine Learning & Big Data Blog
Snowflake Window Functions: Partition By and Order By
Amazon Braket Quantum Computing: How To Get Started

https://blogs.bmc.com/blogs/categories/machine-learning-big-data/
https://blogs.bmc.com/blogs/snowflake-windows-functions-partition-by-order-by
https://blogs.bmc.com/blogs/aws-braket-quantum-computing/

